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Hilda Dallas
Designer’s full name:
Hilda Mary Dallas
Year Born:
1878
Country Born:
Japan
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
England
Year Died:
1958
Why is this person considered under-represented?
She is a woman with little to no representation in the modern graphic design canon.

bn

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

Throughout the history of the graphic design canon, many designers have been left out
because of their race, gender, and sexuality.1 One such designer is Hilda Mary Dallas, a
female suffragette whose work was highly influential in the English women’s suffrage
movement. Born in Japan, she moved to England at a young age and worked there for the
rest of her life. This artist’s perseverance and cause were pushed with the use of her art and
affiliation with The Suffragette.
Hilda’s style is heavily reminiscent of Art Noveau’s Japonisme with simplified shapes and
desaturated colors, likely stemming from her being born and raised in Japan.2 Her style is
distinct in that she uses simplified silhouettes with the implication of natural backgrounds.
The lifespan of the Art Nouveau movement was occurring during the same time that Hilda
was making artwork and in similar regions. The movement was short, but influential, much
like how Hilda’s works appear so minimally but were so effective in displaying her message.
Dallas’ art was meant to empower women and fight their systematic oppression. One of her
most famous pieces depicts a woman carrying a flag with the words WSPU across it and
wearing a suit of armor. This armor is meant to liken to the iconography of Joan of Arc. Joan
of Arc is used as a feminist icon because she represents the power that can belong to not only
men but also women.3 This piece was for the newspaper The Suffragette that was run by the
The Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU).
Dallas’ works are in a line of branded pieces meant to both sell merchandise and advocate
for women’s rights. The WSPU had many internal issues, but stayed on track for its cause
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even though some of its means were less peaceful. It spread ideas and was a staple even
though its circulation was constantly decreasing.4 While many women pushed to have the
right to vote, both men and women fought against the cause.
The suffrage movement was not a movement without heavy opposition. In history, women
have been stereotyped as being submissive to a man, child-bearers who cook and clean while
caring for their offspring, and gentle creatures who never step out of line.5 The anti-suffrage
movement picked at these stereotypes in artworks that depicted women as delusional and
weak for wishing to have equal rights to men.6
After the passing of the 1918 law and Art Noveau’s disappearance following World War 1,
the Suffragette movement decreased and many suffragettes moved on to different causes.
Hilda stopped working towards women’s rights and began participating in theatre and antiwar movements.7 World War 1 began in 1914, which marked an extreme change throughout
Europe and eventually throughout the world. The theatre played a large role in anti-war
movements as it portrayed men as damaged by war and played into politics involving
women and their more rational and peaceful actions that went beyond stereotypical
femininity.8 These plays allowed for the image of women as allies and equally powerful
politicians to be shown to a wider audience.
Hilda Mary Dallas was a courageous woman who illustrated her opinions and was an
inspiration for the Suffragette movement in the United Kingdom. Her unique style and her
portrayal of strong females truly embody power under any circumstance. Women have been
long underrepresented in the canon and Hilda is an example of such. Her work should be
featured along with her male peers of the time. Her art truly made a difference and helped to
shape the United Kingdom into a more fair and equal country, even if there’s still work to be
done today.
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Sore Popitz
Designer’s full name:
Irmgard Sörensen
Designer’s pseudonym/nickname:
Söre Popitz
Year Born:
1896
Country Born:
Kiel, Germany
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
She lived in different parts of Germany. She started as a painter and was enrolled in Leipzig
to attend the Academy of the Arts. Later, she enrolled as a student at the Weimar Bauhaus
school. From Weimar, she moved to back to Leipzig to do her commissions and professional
work.
Year Died:
1993
Why is this person considered under-represented?
She was under-represented because she was a woman.

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

Popitz is an underrepresented woman in the history of the graphic design canon.
Less than 10% of the population are graphic designers.1 People believe that women are not
victorious and push them on the sidelines. In graphic design, victorious people are people
who had many opportunities, such as creating their own business, going to school, and
expanding their network; this was mostly run by white men.2
Söre Popitz is an excellent representation of women in design and for women overall.
She overcame boundaries and obstacles and set precedents because her hard work and
dedication opened doors for females to follow. Her passion for art and painting started with
her grandmother and continued with her studies at Leipzig Academy of Fine Arts and then
at a design school called Bauhaus, which taught her skills and styles to develop her intricate
styles.3 Her designs, typography, and advertising graphics continue to inspire others today.
Popitz enrolled at Leipzig Academy of Fine Arts in 1917, where she completed a
seven-year degree in graphic design, attending lectures on book design, typography, and
advertising graphics.4 After winning a poster competition, professors saw her work and
wanted her to attend a design school called the Bauhaus.5 In 1924, she enrolled and studied
at the school for two years.
Sore Popitz was one of the few known women who attended Bauhaus.6 A professor
wanted Sore Popitz to be enrolled at Bauhaus because her creative style exemplified the
Bauhaus’ style.7 Her creations included designs that demonstrated levels of Constructivist
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lines and extreme contrasts of type size and weight.
Sore Popitz became a well-known artist because she studied under the famous
designers Laszlo Moholy-Nagy and Josef Albers at Bauhaus. They taught her visual balance
by using glass, wire, metal, and wood materials to help her understand what visual balance
means as a designer.8 She learned color theory with Paul Klee and Wassily Kandinsky.
“The lessons with Klee, the color seminar with Kandinsky, and the material sculptures
with Moholy-Nagy were all essential to me. But, I could not join in with the Bauhaus’ next
developments,” said Sore Popitz.9
Popitz wanted to learn more about colors, typography, and advertising at Bauhaus.
She was overlooked in comparison to students who were white men. Popitz knew the
Bauhaus masters’ attitude toward women did not fit her views and standards. She did
not want to only enroll in textiles classes like other female students.10 Sore had higher
aspirations for herself.
Sore Popitz wanted to create a typeface that represented women well. Her design
used blocky thin characters to represent women in the design field and gave off a feminine
gaze.11 She felt like women were not represented well and wanted to give women a chance to
be heard and have a voice. During these years, the field of graphic design was run by white
men.12 Popitz developed her graphic design skills by attending Leipzig Academy of Fine
Arts, where she was accepted as a woman.13
Because she started as a painter, her love for the fine arts grew, and she wanted to
develop a career in advertising by using these artistic skills in a new field.14 By joining the
advertising field, her work was displayed at the publishing house named Otto Beyer in the
1930s.15 This made her well-known in advertising by creating a new magazine cover called
“die Neue linie” translates to “The New Line.” Die Neue linie was a magazine during World
War II that covers fashion, literature, graphic design and art.16
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Obstacles can be challenging, but Popitz pursued her dreams and found success with
her design creations. She did not let anyone tell her what she could or could not do simply
because she was a woman. Sore Popitz is an excellent representation for women in design
and women overall. She overcame boundaries and obstacles that opened doors for females
to follow. Her designs, typography, and advertising graphics continue to inspire others
today. Popitz should be in the history of Graphic Design canon because she was one of the
many few female graphic designers became successful.
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Aaron Dougals
Designer’s full name:
Aaron Douglas
Designer’s pseudonym/nickname:
The Father of Black American Art
Year Born:
May 26, 1899
Country Born:
Topeka, Kansas
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
France/ Kansas/ New York/ Nebraska/ Dominican Republic/ Haiti/ Missouri/ Tennessee/
and Scandinave
Year Died:
Feb. 2, 1979
Why is this person considered under-represented?
During the time when Douglas was still alive, he was a African American
who didn’t have many opportunities during his time, which made his work all the more
vauable today. Especially, since all Dohglas’s works depict more of the natural and true lives,
and history that African Americans people faced and celebrated.

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

The people know there’s tons of exquisite artists that are known throughout history
that all of them have made an impact on the world of graphic design along with influencing
present day artists, and people of their time. Out of those artists that are mentioned in
textbooks about the history of graphic design there seems to be little mention about Aaron
Douglas. He was a man that some could say been everywhere around the world. Douglas
was learning all he could about the different kinds of art forms that could only be found
in different countries, which helped Douglas give his works more emotions and character.
Which plays into what Douglas is most known for was his works regarding his culture’s
heritage, which earned him the title “The Father of Black American Art.”1 His pieces can
display the emotions, and the culture of African Americans back in the 1920s - 30s this
would allow you feel what those people felt all those years ago. Which is precisely why Aaron
Douglas should be mentioned more in the History of Graphic Design textbooks for the
messages that are seen in his works.
Now the reason for diving this deeper into who Aaron Douglas really was as a person
during the time when he was alilve to his death. an Exaplem would be how he received the
title “The Father of Black American Art,”2 which was given to him during his time spent in
France mainly during the time of the Harlem Renaissance3 which Douglas was one of the
founding members. Since, Douglas’s pieces gave a new perspective to the lives of African
Americans from not only the life style they were suffering in America, also shown the good
moments they cherished in their life as well. After he finished college in 1922 that his love
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of learning drove him to follow his dreams and expand his horizons to learn more than just
about the concepts to art but of the agriculture, gothic architecture4 of new communities to
help him gain a better grasp of the artistry of those places along with how those people lived
across Europe.5
Sadly, Douglas life ended when he reached 79yrs old6 even though he’s no longer
with us his works still inspires people in not only the colleges that he studied at when he
was younger, but the institutions he taught at. Also a couple of museums that still display
his works and the murals7 that were one of the things that people use as a reminder of his
time that was created by Douglas though most of his pieces seem to illuminate the unseen
side of history regarding the lifestyle of African Americans in Africa that were free and the
African American’s people in America that weren’t as free. Both were an eye opening reveal
of the truths that history doesn’t want to share with the rest of the world.8 These pieces
really touched the hearts of the masses when they saw the differences in Douglas’ works that
shown these heart catching emotions, along with the messages about how these individuals
of different skin were treated, and how they lived and thrived by just pushing forward with
the times.9
Even though the world has much to offer those pieces Douglas made which can later
be taught by learning more about the same art styles he learned about. While Douglas love
of learning led him on the path to create such exquisite artistry that still moves the hearts of
people today. He had a greater influence on many people inspiring them in more then one
way, an example being learning more about the livelihood of those African Americans, and
those present to learn about their ancestors. Even though Douglas’s works mostly affected
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those in Europe because it provided a new kind of insight to other races during the Harlem
Renaissance10 more specially the African Americans life stlye that many white american
didn’t take the time to listen or learn about due to their minds telling them “uhmm free
workers for my felids.” Also during this time of the Renaissance Douglas assisted many
others in their works which not only expanded his knowledge of the arts but lead to him
making the Harlem Artists Guild11.
Additionally, Douglas’ work also helps many historians learn about the livelihood of
not only famous African American’s one being “Harriot Tubman”12, but also the burdens of
those in America. Along the way Douglas’ influence also created the “Harlem Artist Guild”13
with its main goal to aid the younger generation of African American Artists in learning
about different art forms. As Douglas’ life was ending, he helped established and create
many places that expanded his influence to even gained him an invite to meet with John
F. Kennedy14 to receive an award for his talents. Since, Douglas accomplish so much in his
life that influence many, but still left the world to soon. Were Douglas still around he could
share his views once more to help the current generation with the racism we still seem to
face today. An example being white police men misusing thier power and falsely accuse
those of another color.
There will always be art pieces that will have an impact on the world for it could be big
or small it all depends on the artists, sometimes it mainly the problems thrown at the artists
that leads their works to have a more profound meaning and effect to them. Overall learning
from Aaron Douglas there’s a realization that art in any of its forms can have a strength to
changes the views of those around them. That revelation really shows itself in a new way that
most don’t notice when looking at these works for better or worse there can be a lesson to
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learn, a stronger meaning behind the work, or can just be a source of inspiration. So, for a
great source of info in history, culture, people, or anything like these topics to have a refence
to the past will truly help teach a more valuable lesson which should be noted in the History
of Graphic Design.
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Cipe Pineles
Designer’s full name:
Cipe Pineles
Year Born:
1908
Country Born:
Austria
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
United States of America
Year Died:
1991
Why is this person considered under-represented?
This person is considered under-represented because she is an female American immigrant
designing during a time where all women, especially women in art, were not represented or
appreciated.

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

Though the graphic design canon features many artists that have developed graphic design
into what it is today, there are still many artists not featured in the canon that helped
transform the art. Cipe Pineles was a female American immigrant graphic designer who
implemented new creative ideas that shaped the magazine industry into what it is today. She
was one of the most influential graphic designers that transformed magazine art. Despite
Pineles having a non-traditional background, her hard work and talent helped her career
flourish.
Unlike most of the artists featured in the graphic design canon, Pineles did not have a
traditional route into the graphic design field. Pineles was an immigrant American. She was
born in Vienna, Austria in 1908, and when she was fifteen her family moved to New York
City1. Pineles received a well rounded education and was recognized for her creative abilities.
She attended high school in Brooklyn, NY and was awarded the Louis Comfort Tiffany
Foundation Scholarship to the Pratt Institute2. After she graduated, she worked in still-life
paintings before becoming the assistant to the Art Director of Conde Nast publications3.
Pineles’ well rounded education and talent were recognized early in her career, and would
eventually help establish herself as an important figure in the magazine industry.
Pineles worked for several different companies throughout her career. She started at
Seventeen magazine in 1947 as an art director4. Her visions were brought to life by several
known artists like Ben Shan, Leonard Baskins, and many others, mainly men, that executed
1
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her new artistic ideas5. In 1950, she was named art director for Street and Smith’s Charm
magazine6. She moved onto another Street and Smith publication, Mademoiselle. After her
career there, she left the company to pursue independent design work7. She was then the
design consultant for the Lincoln Center. She single-handedly created all the graphics that
the Lincoln Center would use8. Pineles had many years of experience at several different
companies. Her exposure in the art world led her to create new design techniques.
Pineles introduced art techniques that did not fit the norm for design during the time. Unlike
other Modernist artists at the time who tended to stick to simple san-serif fonts, she loved
to explore different styles of type in her work. If she couldn’t find a type that would fit her
needs, she created her own9. Pineles created compositions that balanced type with image.
She wanted the flow between what the reader would see with the image and what the reader
would read with the type to be cohesive10. She perfected both her typefaces and layouts by
bringing excellent craftsmanship into not only her final pieces, but also her sketches11.
She also created her own illustrations for experimental magazine covers at the companies
she worked for, which helped these magazines reach new audiences12. As art director of
Seventeen magazine Pineles commissioned the artists to create fictional illustrations,
knowing that the audience wouldn’t be opposed to artistic magazine covers13. While at
Charm magazine, Pineles and the magazine’s director redirected their audience to women
who work14. Introducing more artistic approaches to popular magazine covers exposed more
people to the fine arts who may have not had that exposure otherwise. Also by featuring
a new “brand” of women on magazine covers, the audiences of the magazine at the time
were widely extended. Pineles changed not only how magazines were designed by type,
image, and composed, but who they were marketed toward. She did this as an immigrated
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American woman during a time when stepping outside of the mold was not appreciated.
Pineles, an immigrant American woman, was a heavy influence to the magazine industry
and should be included in the graphic design canon. Pineles served as art director at highly
respected companies over other male artists. In nearly every company she worked for as art
director, the artists implementing her directions were nearly all men15. She was also the first
woman to join the New York Art Directors Club16. In 1975, she became the second woman to
be inducted into the Art Directors Club Hall of Fame17. Though Pineles’s artistic ideas were
seen as new and out of the box compared to the geometric approach Modernist artists took,
they worked well and are still used today. Pineles reached new audiences from an artistic
approach rather than a typical marketing approach. By changing the way magazines were
designed, art was exposed to wider audiences that may have not been otherwise. Pineles’
artistic innovations changed the way magazines were created and marketed. Pineles was the
change the magazine industry needed and should be recognized in the graphic design canon
because of it.
Cipe Pineles is one of the most influential graphic designers that shaped the magazine
industry into what it is today. Unlike most of the artists featured in the graphic design
canon, she did not have a conventional route into the graphic design field. Pineles worked
for several different companies throughout her career. She introduced art techniques that
did not fit the norm for design during the time. Pineles, an immigrated American woman,
was a heavy influence to the magazine industry and should be included in the graphic design
canon. Throughout history, art has been seen as unconventional, something that breaks
down barriers. As artists, we need to recognize all the leaders who shaped art and graphic
design into what is. Like art, people too have unconventional backgrounds and strive to
break down norms. Pineles executed just that, and embodies everything that art is.
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Georg Olden
Designer’s full name:
Georg Olden
Designer’s pseudonym/nickname:

Year Born:
1920
Country Born:
The United States
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
The United States
Year Died:
1975
Why is this person considered under-represented?
It was rare for African-Americans to be in a high position at work in the middle of the
20th century. Even though he achieved remarkable things as an African-American graphic
designer, he was denied being recognized in public. He earned success at a young age, and
his talent had contributed to the rise of the golden age of CBS. Even though Olden was a
pioneer in the commercial industry who became noted, he is considered under-represented.

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

As a pioneering African American graphic designer, Georg Olden moved the advertising
design industry forward greatly. In the early 20th century, Olden grew up when the Great
Depression swiped the U.S. and racial segregation was prevalent.1 However, regardless of
his race, his talent in design made him succeed at an early age and accomplish great things
in commercial design. All of the triumphs in his career were more allowed for White or wellborn individuals during this period of time.2 From his career as a cartoonist, working for the
Office of Strategic Service and Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS), and creating a United
States Postal Service postage stamp as the first African American, he achieved remarkable
things and became a pioneer graphic designer in the advertising industry. He deserves to
be in the canon of graphic design history as a hidden figure who contributed to the design
industry.
One of the main accomplishments in his career would be that he was the first African
American man who worked in an executive position for a large corporation in the pre-civil
rights era.3 From 1945 to 1960, Olden created TV graphics, show titles, and managed over
50 shows weekly at the age of 25. He led the golden age of CBS by supervising CBS on-air
promotions. He flourished the television era by creating exceptional shows graphically, such
as The Late Night Shows, Burns and Allen, and Lassie.4 He finally won a medal from the
New York Art Directors Club in 1952 for his most representative work, Private Secretary.
Unlike other African Americans who were securing a job after getting out of the segregated
army, Olden had already started and put himself on a successful career path.5
1
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Mary, “Jim Crow,” 175.
Lasky, “The search of Georg Olden,” 120.
Ibid, 119.
Mildred, “Let’s Look and Listen,” 9.
Lasky, “The search of Georg Olden,” 119.

His talent not only raised his reputation but also gave the white mainstream a positive
representative of the African American community in the U.S. As an outstanding graphic
designer at CBS, he became the most impressive example of hiring African Americans, and
this helped CBS open for job opportunities for talented African Americans in technology.
It was an uncommon chance for Blacks in this prejudiced hiring system and appreciated
Olden as a representative of an African American working in the design industry.6 He also
designed a logo representing racial equality for the National Urban League, an organization
advocating the Civil Rights of African Americans. Moreover, he was the first African
American to design a USPS stamp. It was for celebrating the centenary of the Emancipation
Proclamation, and this helped him to be honored as one of the “Negros prominent in the
economic world.”7 Even though he did not do any action directly fighting for Black Civil
Rights, he contributed his talent as an influential graphic designer, to raise the social status
of African Americans.
Olden was highly influenced by Modernism while living in New York City. In the middle
of the 20th century, a group of male artists apprised Modernism to the public in American
society.8 Just like other New York School artists, he executed collage techniques with a
visual typographic form which was merged into the concept. His representative graphics
all show extreme clarity, order, and alignment along with the grid. Instead of using various
colors, he used only black and white monotones and gave sufficient properties to typography
itself.
With his design work, he was awarded many medals from the New York Art Directors Club,
including AIGA and Clio awards throughout his design careers. He was not considered to be
part of the New York School which was comprised of white men, Olden’s work was mostly
used in the television industry rather than print advertisements in magazines or posters,
unlike other modernist artists, but his ability to design for advertisements is enough to be
recognized in graphic design history.9
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Ibid, 120.
Ibid, 124.
Meggs, “Meggs’ History of Graphic Design,” 415.
The Poster Boys, “Georg Olden.”

One of the main reasons he is underrepresented in graphic design history is assumed to
be his race. Living as an African American in the early and middle 20th century would not
allow him to shine despite all of his remarkable achievements. The rumor that Olden was
an actual person who designed the eye symbol of the CBS logo brings up the possibility that
he was not allowed to be recognized due to his color.10 The eye symbol logo was known to be
made by Bill Golden, a creative director. The assumption was that since he held the position
of director of graphic designers, he should have helped create the design.11 Even though this
is just one hypothesis, this overspread rumor reflects that Olden had overcome all of the
struggles from outside prejudices from among his white co-workers as an African American
man which was rare in the design industry. And yet, this might also reflect why he is not
remembered in graphic design history today.
Overall, as a pioneering graphic designer who advanced the design industry, Olden
achieved remarkable things by facing the world in a society where racial segregation and
discrimination still existed. By creating a distinctive style of designs for TV graphics and
advertising later in his life, he was a role model for young black designers and a hope for
the African American community.12 Not only did he become a noted example as a black
creative and talented designer, but he also pursued American modernism in the new media
of TV. Based on his achievements and contributions in the design industry, he should be
remembered as a representative modernist graphic designer in the history of graphic design.
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Dr. Strangelove Main Title Sequence
Pablo Ferro’s Handmade Type
Pablo Ferro

Pablo Ferro
Designer’s full name:
Pablo Ferro
Designer’s pseudonym/nickname:
The Darling of Madison Ave
Year Born:
1935
Country Born:
Cuba
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
United States of America and the United Kingdom
Year Died:
2018
Why is this person considered under-represented?
While covering a large array of artists and designers, the canon of graphic design fails to
properly represent the cultural and ethnic diversity found in its history. Philip Megg’s
A History of Graphic Design, a university standard for design education, references
approximately 244 designers, of which only two people of color are mentioned. In the
history of graphic, it is common. Pablo Ferro, a Cuban-American designer and artist, lacks
proper credit for his pivotal role in the graphic design canon.

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

While covering a large array of artists and designers, the canon of graphic design fails to
properly represent the cultural and ethnic diversity found in its history. Philip Megg’s
A History of Graphic Design, a university standard for design education, references
approximately 244 designers, of which only two people of color are mentioned.1 In the
extensive list of underrepresented minorities is the Cuban-born designer, Pablo Ferro. The
purpose of this essay is to address the importance of Ferro’s work in relation to graphic
design, and establish why his representation is essential to the graphic design canon.
Pablo Ferro immigrated to the U.S. in 1947, where he lived in New York for most of his
career. Ferro used bold quick-cut animations and handmade typography that showed
“graphic design did not need to be slick and powerful to be effective.”2 Overshadowed by
other famous designers, such as Saul Bass and Maurice Binder, Pablo Ferro’s unique style
and impactful works deserve credit for helping define the aesthetic behind the visual culture
of the 1960s in America.3
Ferro was only 12 years old when he and his family immigrated to the United States.4 He
worked as a messenger and usher at a local cinema before beginning his career drawing and
inking for comic books, under the guidance of Stan Lee. Ferro was eventually able to apply
the skills he had learned to commercial advertisements for companies such as Elektra Films.
One of Ferro’s most significant commercial successes was for Tempo Frozen Garden Peas,
which featured quick-cut animations and vivid graphics unlike the average commercial in
1
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Waybright, “History from the Ground Up.”
Landekic, “Influenced by Film Title Designer.”
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“A Pablo Ferro Feature,” 2.

the 1950s.5 Steven Heller describes Pablo’s process as “injecting graphic design and comic
book techniques on to film” and was a “precursor to what is going on now with motion
graphics.”6 Ferro used his sense of humor, creativity and eccentric imagination to create
striking commercials filled with absurd animations. His unique style of storytelling and
advertising pioneered the changing commercial industry and influenced many designers,
including Bonnie Siegler and Emily Oberman.7
Siegler and Oberman recall being influenced at a young age by one of Pablo Ferro’s
masterpieces: a thirteen-second-long commercial for a textiles company called Burlington
Mills. “It all started with that Burlington Mills commercial,” Oberman recollects. “Whenever
that came on the TV I was mesmerized. It was an abstraction of weaving that felt human and
like a corporation at the same time. It was real and authoritative.” 8
The Burlington Mills commercial featured a high-speed animation of intersecting lines,
pounding drums and a powerful narrator. In fact, the thirteen-second-long commercial was
so influential that its allotted spot ran from the 60s to the 80s.9 Title sequences for shows
such as 30 Rock and Will & Grace reflect the commercial’s influence. Pablo Ferro’s quick-cut
and rhythmic animations attracted movie directors such as Stanley Kubrick, which marked
the beginning of Ferro’s career in film title design.
In 1964, Stanley Kubrick released the trailer for Dr. Strangelove, a satirical and
groundbreaking film about the horrors of war. Ferro was initially hired to do the trailer for
the film, and was asked to do the title sequence shortly after.10 This title sequence was the
official debut of Pablo Ferro’s signature handmade letters.
Known best by its scrawled, elongated form, Ferro’s letters became an instant hit and
influenced several title sequences, including Saul Bass’ intro to Not With My Wife, You
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Don’t! in 1966.11 Pablo Ferro’s handmade lettering became a staple of his work and a large
influence on the visual culture of the sixties. His work continuously broke new ground as he
experimented with new styles in film and design. Amongst these was a film style called the
multi-screen technique, which Ferro helped bring into the mainstream.
Ferro’s first use of the multi-screen technique was in a film for the 1964 New York World’s
Fair, after which he was hired to use a similar style for The Thomas Crown Affair in 1968.12
The purpose of the technique was to relay large portions of information to the viewer in
a simplified and efficient way, while also shortening the overall length of the film. Ferro’s
extensive experience in quick-cut animations proved useful in producing the technique in
a masterful and inspiring way, sparking yet another trend in the film industry. The multiscreen technique is used in many more recent films, such as Scott Pilgrim vs. The World and
Kill Bill.
Pablo Ferro, a Cuban-born immigrant, was a pioneer in the American film and commercial
advertisement industries. His success is most recognized by his title sequences, which use
quick-cut animations, bold and imaginative handmade lettering, and occasionally featuring
a unique film style called the multi-screen technique. Ferro’s work is featured in 12 Oscarwinning films and has earned him over 70 awards.13 His continued influence is recognized
by Jonathan Demme, Bonnie Siegler, Emily Oberman, Saul Bass and many others.14 Ferro’s
instrumental role in film, graphic design and advertising can be credited to his many great
works, which have rightfully earned him a place in the canon of graphic design and the title,
“The Darling of Madison Avenue.”
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Harper’s Bazaar Spring 1965 cover
Bea Feitler

Bea Feitler
Designer’s full name:
Beatriz Feitler
Designer’s pseudonym/nickname:
Bea Feitler
Year Born:
1938
Country Born:
Rio De Janero, Brazil
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
United States
Year Died:
1982
Why is this person considered under-represented?
She was a Brazilian woman born into an immigrant Jewish family of lower class.

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

Bea Feitler used her fierce voice and unique perspective of the human experience to
highlight feminist ideals in her work, integrating this conversation of inequality into popular
media. She was a Brazilian woman born into an immigrant Jewish family of lower class.
Bea was later the art director of Rolling Stone magazine, co-art director at Harper’s Bazaar,
and launched Ms. magazine, which became a powerful vessel for feminist publications.
Feitler not only produced iconic works that remain discussed in pop culture today, but
she developed publications that fueled feminist ideals and highlighted a silent struggle of
a woman’s view of her own body as it relates to consumer media.¹ This was revolutionary
for her time and remains a fantastic accomplishment. In retrospect of her life, it would
be challenging to take a look at Feitler’s achievements and fiery perspective without
acknowledging her loyalties and where she came from.1
A Brazilian woman born into an immigrant Jewish family, Bea knew the importance of
hard work. She had fierce Loyalties and strong opinions regarding her country, workplace,
and role in society.¹ Although she spent most of her professional career in America, Feitler
never became a U.S. citizen. When asked why not, she replied, “When my family fled the
Holocaust, Brazil embraced them, and they prospered. It would be disloyal of me to reject
my country.” She challenged the American dream and feminine roles in the country at a time
where this was considered bold and controversial. Bea took her work very seriously in order
to strive toward equal opportunity in an industry mostly made of white American men at the
time.² She is quoted saying, “I don’t just sit around going to parties, or pushing my name by
kissing people over lunch at La Grenouille. It would help, but I don’t have the time. What
sells me is my work.”³ She knew the injustices of the gender pay gap and the sexualization
1 Gavin, “The Pioneering Female Art Director,” 1.
2 Munro, “Typography as a Radical Act,” 1.
3 ADC, “Bea Feitler,” 1.

of women in the industry of advertising and made moves to address this. Her excitement for
making statements and her drive to create monumental work is what shaped Bea Feitler into
a respected designer, professor, and activist.
Bea pursued academia throughout most of her life. From early on in her college career, Bea
stood out to her professors and advisors. She spent her college years at the Parsons School
of Design in New York, graduating in 1959 at the top of her class. One of Feitler’s professors
at Parsons, Marvin Israel, became the art director at Harper’s Bazaar. He hired Feitler and
another previous classmate as art assistants. Two years later, they were co-editors. Later in
her career, she returned to the classroom, but this time to enrich the minds of others. She
taught graphic design portfolio classes at the School of Visual Arts from 1974 to 1980. As a
mentor and teacher, she encouraged her students to develop their own direction, and many
themselves became prominent art directors. Feitler was demanding and accepted nothing
less than the very highest standards of design excellence. Her passion for excellence was not
just part of her teaching style but informed many of her iconic career achievements.
While Bea Feitler’s name was more exclusively known only in the graphic design world, her
work spoke for itself and became well known among pop culture. As one of the first female
editors for Harper’s Bazaar, she wasn’t afraid to experiment with color or break conventions.
For example, she oversaw the creation of the iconic space helmet cover that was created
in 1965. She brought new meaning to the Harper’s Bazaar art deco style with bright color,
photo collage, and exciting compositions. Feitler then moved on to greatly impact the style
and image of Rolling Stone Magazine. She joined the staff full-time in 1977, in time to create
the magazine’s 10th-anniversary edition, significantly changing the look of Rolling Stone.⁵
In turn, she was art director when the famous naked John Lennon cover went to press.
Feitler also redesigned the magazine in 1981, going from its original tabloid format to its
current one. Her experience in these highly influential magazines and her positive design
changes informed her 2own publication.
4 O’Neill, “Why the Gender Gap in Wages Narrowed,” 1-3.
5 ADC, “Bea Feitler,” 1.
6 Clarke, “Inspired Design Decisions with Bea Feitler,” 1.
7 Gavin, “The Pioneering Female Art Director,” 1.

In 1971 Bea Feitler launched the liberal feminist magazine, Ms, which was co-founded by
sociopolitical activists Gloria Steinem and Dorothy Pitman Hughes. Here Bea used her
talent and influence for the betterment and education of women. Ms. Magazine was an
outlet for women to see themselves as strong pieces of artwork while being informed on the
ideals of feminism rather than the average fashion magazine. A curator’s quote on her work
states, “Bea saw feminism as a natural state rather than the result of a cultural moment. As
a woman working in fashion publications, she shifted the gaze from the male viewpoint,
which inevitably sexualized the female body, to a focus on exploring the potentials of
the body as a form.”⁹ She was a strong pioneer for women in the creative industries and
pushed boundaries. Bea negotiated credit and royalties for herself, along with the authors of
publications she worked on, and pushed for Ms. To be seen as a magazine equal to its peers.⁹
Reflecting both the feminist outlook of the magazine and the political climate of the time,
Feitler defied the conventional ideas against all-type magazine covers and developed her
bright typographic style even further. Whether in principle or technique, Bea’s work in Ms.
Magazine was a staple in her portfolio as well as a testament to her passion for
gender equality.
Feitler believed a graphic designer’s work is important because culture is broadened and
enriched by those who shape and develop information. She used this position as a designer
for activism in her endeavors, centering around feminist ideals. She was a strong p3ioneer
for women in the creative industries, lobbying for equal pay and equal opportunity.⁸ At the
time of her tragic passing in 1982, Bea Feitler shaped the look of five magazines, discovered
and collaborated with many great photographers, and designed publications that set
exceptional standards for the graphic design industry. Undoubtedly, Bea Feitler should be
recognized as one of the most influential designers of our time.

8 Clarke, “Inspired Design Decisions with Bea Feitler,” 1.
9 Gavin, “The Pioneering Female Art Director,” 1.
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Afro-American solidarity with the oppressed People of the world
Emory Douglas

Emory Douglas
Designer’s full name:
Emory Douglas
Designer’s pseudonym/nickname:
Year Born:
1980
Country Born:
United States of America
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
United States of America
Year Died:
Still alive in 2021.
Why is this person considered under-represented?
Douglas is a black male involved in the Black Panther Movement. Being a black person and
involved with this radical movement is unpopular with the white community. As the canon
of art is white male dominated, these attributes go against all the standards of white male
superiority.

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

The majority of artists in the Graphic Design canon are white males; the canon
underrepresents racial minorities, ethnicities, LGBTQ+, and women.1
Only 3% of Blacks are within the graphic design community in 2020, and finding work that
represents their communities is rare.2 Emory Douglas created visually compelling posters
that were a means of effective communication for the Black Panther Movement. Douglas
was revolutionary in using graphic design to create posters that upheld a bold stance against
white supremacy and violence toward African Americans; he simultaneously became a
voice for the oppressed community and an educator of the community in a way they could
understand.
Emory Douglas utilized printmaking to both educate and resist the oppression of the black
communities.3 The era of Art Nouveau in Paris, France, and the Industrial Revolution
allowed for artwork such as posters and advertisements to be considered high art. As a
result, many artists created propaganda art during World War 1 and 2. Emory used these
previous movements to develop artwork that promoted the Black Panther Party. He created
works for The Black Panther Black Community News Service that could be widespread
across black communities to display their specific message. The use of technology to
create his dynamic posters has a direct connection to the previously stated eras. From the
experience of his classes and previous work, he was not a novice in the field of printmaking.
His schooling in graphic arts at San Francisco City College and his field of advertising aided
his effectiveness in creating dynamic posters. Douglas learned how to communicate visually
and could “mix traditional signs of the past with the evolution of new signs.”4 His talent in
1
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Scotford, “Is There A Canon”, 222.
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the niche of printmaking allowed his exploration of graphic design to flourish.
Graphic Design is the union of fine arts and communication. Douglas successfully used
both to communicate to his audience.5 Douglas created visual art, some with text, that
appropriately communicated with the African American community. He had to connect with
the black community’s emotions visually, so at a glance, they could understand the poster’s
intended meaning. The intent was to show “the culture and expression of Black folks:
self-determination, the suffering, the pain, and the love” so it was relatable to the target
audience. His work and the Black Panther Black Community News Service publications used
subliminal messaging and encoding for a community that might not understand western
linguistics but could easily recognize the Black culture. Illustrations on posters with an
African American woman working in her home would not resonate with white communities.
Although there was text to provide some context, white people took most of the images out
of context because the illustrations were tailored explicitly for a black audience. Much like
many of the artists included in the canon, Douglas used the essence of Graphic Design (fine
arts and communication) to connect with individuals.
Douglas was making art of the black community so their stories could be seen within and
outside the community. Douglas used illustrations specific to the Black community to form
an instant connection. It was important for Douglas to create artwork that represented
the black community, especially for the youth, as black art was limited. Representation of
this minority in the excellence that Douglas presented made him a revolutionary graphic
designer.6 At this time, art for just art’s sake was not good enough; the African American
people needed a voice.7 Douglas made artwork in service of the black communities because
their stories needed to be seen, heard, and felt. His art had a higher purpose than looking
pretty. Like most graphic designers, especially in WW1 and WW2, there was a need to
represent minorities visually. Douglas not only created art with a specific and high valued
purpose, but he also used design principles to create an impact.
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Douglas used powerful design techniques for his posters. The use of diagonal lines in
his work invokes urgency and movement. One of his most famous pieces has a grid of
diagonal lines in the background. He uses this element of the diagonal line in the majority
of his work to provide the unstableness and unrest that the community feels.8 Douglas
uses vibrant colors in his work. In the above-stated art piece, he uses a hot pink in the
background’s diagonal lines that catch the viewer’s attention. The use of one vibrant color
holds the attention and creates a feeling of intensity when viewing his artwork. Douglas has
a profound understanding of the design principles, and he uses them to propel the agenda of
the Black Panther Movement.
Douglas was revolutionary and had a deep understanding of design, how design works,
and what design elements are most effective for his cause. Douglas deserves a place among
the elite in the canon because he has proven effective in design. His artwork is vital to the
education of upcoming graphic designers.

8
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Jacqueline Casey
Designer’s full name:
Jacqueline Casey
Year Born:
1927
Country Born:
United States
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
United States
Year Died:
1992
Why is this person considered under-represented?
During her time as a designer, there was still gender inequality in the United States.
Businesses were very much male dominated, and women were not recognized for their work
as much as men were.

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

Jacqueline Casey is one of many underrepresented female designers whose work should be
included in the canon of graphic design history. Jacqueline Casey was born in Massachusetts
in 1927. She earned her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in fashion design and illustration
from the Massachusetts College of Art and worked several interior design and advertising
jobs. Casey began working for the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 1955,
where she continued her career until retirement.1 Jacqueline Casey should be included in
the canon of graphic design because her career and work were inspiring for many young
designers. In addition, she was one of many women who overcame the challenges of gender
inequality.
Throughout history, women have had a disadvantage in the workforce compared to men.
This disadvantage affected women in the graphic design field. The materials used to teach
students often include the work of men and exclude the work of women.2 As a result,
women are left out of the canon of graphic design. It was also more difficult for women
to find or maintain jobs and move up to management positions. In the printing industry
specifically, women were forced out because it was too physically demanding.3 Because it
was more difficult for women to maintain these jobs, they were often left out of history. Men
were found more important and recognized because they upheld the management positions.
While these challenges existed for many female designers, Jacqueline Casey overcame them.
Jacqueline Casey defied gender norms of this era.4 She was one of few women during this
time to work her way up to a management level. She became the director of the publications
1
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department during her time at MIT.5 Not only did this put Jacqueline Casey ahead of her
time, but it did the same for MIT. The MIT Office of Design Services was among the first to
hire a designer to represent them.6 MIT recognized her worth as a designer and the quality
of her work. She was able to defy gender norms and be ahead of her time because of the
opportunities she had from MIT. The work that she created should be recognized.
Jacqueline Casey created work that became an inspiration for many young graphic
designers. She made several advancements in graphic design, and her work stood out among
her many male colleagues.7 Her work was simple yet made in a way that captured the eyes of
her audience and grabbed their attention. She used images as points of interest rather than
text, which was different than what was often seen. Usually, the text is the focus of a poster.
She wanted her message to be communicated quickly.8 Her work was an inspiration because
she had fun and made it playful. In order to capture the audience, she often used humor.
Her work included wordplay and puns.9
Jacqueline Casey was successful in her career and impacted many people in her path
because she communicated through her work. Many people learned from her work, and she
became a teacher without realizing it. She even said that she could never teach.10 Her work
brought her great success in the design world. She won many awards including the William
J. Gunn Award. Her work was also exhibited across the United States in many different
locations, including MIT galleries and museums. Her work was also exhibited at colleges in
London.11
Although facing gender inequality, Jacqueline Casey made a very successful career for
herself and created work that drew in the audience and inspired many designers. Because of
what she did during her lifetime, she deserves a place in the canon of graphic design as an
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important figure. Furthermore, her work should continue to be an inspiration for graphic
designers.
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Thomas Miller
Designer’s full name:
Thomas Miller
Year Born:
1920
Country Born:
United States
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
United States
Year Died:
2012
Why is this person considered under-represented?
Unfortunately, being African American during this time was difficult to get represented for
even the most amazing work.

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

Art History is an essential subject that shows our society’s progression in the art world
through each era. The work throughout the years of hundreds of artists is impressive,
but what makes those pieces historical? What makes the canon of art history, specifically
in graphic design? Artists have worked hard to get their names shown in those chunky
textbooks, but many have been thrown to the side with no acknowledgment. Thomas Miller,
an African American graphic designer, is treated as though he has made no impact on
the history of graphic design, yet he has created plenty of impressive work that should be
mentioned.
Miller graduated from Douglas High School in Bristol Virginia in 1937 and went on to earn
a B.S. from Virginia State College in 1947. After his time serving in WWII, he started his
education in the art for the first time. Miller was the only black student enrolled in Ray
Vogue School of Art, where he received his degree in design in 1950. He was one of the two
African Americans accepted into the Society of Typographic Arts in that same year.1 His
work is permanently displayed in well-known museums, and brands have continued to use
his work with little to no credit. Miller fought through many adversities mostly due to the
color of his skin while following his path to becoming a successful graphic designer.
Miller worked hard and created powerful work; however, in the beginning, he struggled
to acquire a job after college. While in college, Miller was promised a job as soon as he
graduated; unfortunately, that was not the case. He did receive an offer at a New York
company but rejected the offer as the company was openly racist. The job required him to
be completely hidden/unseen and work “behind a screen.” 2 Miller worked for commercial
artist Gerstel/Leoff for a short period before crossing paths with Morton Goldsholl, whom
1 ”Thomas Miller’s Biography”. 2021
2 Bowins, Pierre. “A Sin of Omission Immoral Unbalance.”

he worked under at Morton Goldsholl Associates for 35 years.3
Eye on Design AIGA states, “The Jewish American Goldsholls would not only espouse
Moholy-Nagy’s socially egalitarian design philosophy but also sought to re-create its
egalitarian workplace where white Americans, African Americans, Japanese Americans—
and men and women—worked together as equals.” Goldsholl did not only treat Miller as an
employee he appreciated; he also treated him as though he was family. Miller made constant
stops to the Goldsholl household.4 In his time at Goldsholl Associates, Miller felt as if he was
a part of a family that gave him a chance like no others in Chicago would have. While there,
he helped create and design logos for some of the most iconic brands of the 20th century,
including Motorola, 7-Up, and Peace Corps.
Thomas Miller created some spectacular work at Goldsholl Associates. He created the iconic,
still used today, “batwing” Motorola logo in 1955. The arched ‘M’ is to represent “progressive
sound waves.” 5 Miller used what he learned in his other logos, such as the 7up redesign.6
During the 1970s, 7-Up was created and grew in popularity. Most successes were because of
excellent advertising and featured artwork created by big names during the time. The logo
featured a bubble-like typeface called Futura dot, which was digitized by Harold Lohner.
7

Although Miller worked in a lot of graphic design and logos, he also had more personal

work, which included oil paintings during WWII and mosaics in his more recent work.
Serving in Europe during WWII, Miller sold oil paintings on the side while he was abroad.
8

He sold oil paintings in England, France, and Belgium. After the war, Miller decided to

attend Ray-Vogue School of Art in Chicago; he could take advantage of the GI Bill that
allowed veterans to gain college education or vocational training.9 Miller’s later work
involved beautiful tile mosaics. After working at Morton’s for 35 years, Miller returned to
his art and civil rights activism. His mosaics were created with “translucent plastic squares
made from egg crate light diffusers, the mesh squares that filter light from overhead

3 ”Thomas Miller’s Biography”. 2021
4 Stinson, Liz. “The Pioneering Career of Thomas Miller, Whose Work Shaped the Design Profession.”
5 Bowins, Pierre. “A Sin of Omission Immoral Unbalance.”
6 Stinson, Liz. “The Pioneering Career of Thomas Miller, Whose Work Shaped the Design Profession.”
7 Coles, Stephen. “7 Up Branding (1976–79).”
8 ”Thomas Miller’s Biography”. 2021
9 Stinson, Liz. “The Pioneering Career of Thomas Miller, Whose Work Shaped the Design Profession.”

fluorescent bulbs common in late-twentieth-century workplaces.” The artist, Margaret
Burroughs, commissioned Miller to create mural mosaics for the DuSable Museum. NAACP
also commissioned a plaque that honored Harold Washington, Chicago’s first black mayor,
who passed too soon. Miller put Washington as the centerpiece in the murals in DuSable’s
lobby, and it is a permanent installation.10 Miller is not only a graphic designer. He is a
diversely talented artist that deserves recognition.
Miller is unfortunately not remembered in the art world simply because of his skin color.
“Other races/ethnicities and other cultural identities are often lesser-known and more
poorly represented in survey courses and the discipline in general.”11 AIGA states that in
2012, in the graphic design field, only 2% were black, 4% Hispanic/Latino, 6% Asian, and
2% other. That leaves white Caucasians 86%. 12 Only 3 percent of the design industry was
African American in 2016.13
One can imagine those statistics in 1955 when Thomas Miller was working hard to get his
name known. Miller worked especially hard at Ray-Vogue to be even slightly recognized
for his talents. He was the only black student, so he worked hard in classes that were
technically not needed, like airbrushing and retouching for commercial art. He went above
and beyond.14 Even after working so hard, Miller still experienced racism at Ray-Vogue.
Only a certain number of black students were allowed to enroll. Even though Miller was
exceptionally talented, he was still seen as “unfortunately too dark.” 15
Thomas Miller made a mark in the history of graphic design; he should be recognized for
such an achievement. Miller should be included in the canon of art history simply because
he was one of the first African American graphic designers and because his pieces and
rebranding can still be viewed to this day. He should be acknowledged for his outstanding
work.
10 ibid
11 “Race and Identity.” Art History Teaching Resources
12 pulsevcu, Posted by. “Diversity in Graphic Design by Rodney Ross.”
13 Jackson, Miranda. “‘Blacks Who Design’ Directory Seeks to Increase Visibility, Diversity in Tech.”
14 Stinson, Liz. “The Pioneering Career of Thomas Miller, Whose Work Shaped the Design Profession.”
15 ibid
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Happy Mac
Susan Kare

Susan Kare
Designer’s full name:
Susan Kare
Year Born:
1954
Country Born:
United States
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
United States
Year Died:
She’s still alive in 2021.
Why is this person considered under-represented?
Susan’s a female designer in the male-dominated tech industry. While she didn’t create new
technology, she changed how we interact with that technology. Before Susan, computers
were for scientists and engineers; she made them accessible to all.

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

Susan Kare revolutionized the technology industry while remaining largely unheard of to
the outside world. Before Susan, computers were for scientists and engineers, but she made
them accessible to the average person; she’s the “woman who gave the Macintosh a smile.”1
From graph paper beginnings to designing coins for the United States Mint, all have seen
and enjoyed her work. For that, Susan Kare should be included in the canon of graphic
design history.
After earning her M.A. and Ph.D. in Fine Arts from New York University, she moved
to San Francisco in 1979 to work as a sculpture artist. An old friend, Andy Hertzfeld,
approached her with a job prospect creating digital icons for Apple’s newest product: the
Macintosh personal computer. Unsure of what that entailed, she studied art history, ancient
hieroglyphs, and typography for inspiration as well as and pulled from her background of
counted cross stitch and, in 1983, became the first “Macintosh Artist.”2
After thorough research, she began with a 32x32 grid system and sketched ideas on graph
paper for common commands to make them intuitive and user-friendly.3 For example, the
Command symbol originates from a Scandinavian traffic sign denoting a cultural interest.4
In addition to icons, Susan also created typefaces, the most well-known being Chicago and
Cairo. Chicago uses strictly horizontal or vertical lines and 45 degree angles, and Cairo is a
pictorial typeface that resembles hieroglyphs.5
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Her willingness to experiment with unlikely sources and general whimsical nature showed in
everything she did. For example, while working with Steve Jobs on a team-building retreat,
Jobs stated, “It’s better to be a pirate than join the Navy.” So inspired, Susan created a pirate
flag with a rainbow apple eye patch showcasing the team’s resilient nature in a competitive
market.6 After that, her work became a status symbol within the office. Jobs enjoyed working
with Kare so much he invited her to help design the brand identity for his new company,
NeXT. In the process, she hired Paul Rand, a graphic design legend, to create its logo.7
Kare decided to create her own company in 1989 and, due to her already impressive resumé,
had no trouble finding work. Microsoft was her first client, and they hired her to redesign
their Windows 3 operating system, including a digital Solitaire game.8 Their increased 16-bit
color range was a step up from the 8-bit range she was limited to with Apple. Impressed by
her “unmatched reputation,” IBM was next to hire Kare to redesign their operating system.9
Susan’s work has spoken for itself; she has also created designs for tech giants like Facebook,
PayPal, and Pinterest.10
Though she hasn’t garnered much public attention, Susan has won several prestigious
awards throughout her career. In 2001, she received the Chrysler Design Award for her
masterful work making computers easy for regular people. Such an award goes to those
who have made a significant impact on modern American culture.11 In 2003, Nancy
Pelosi nominated Susan to join the Citizens Coinage Advisory Committee to design
commemorative coins. This committee consists of 11 members, one of which must qualify in
medallic arts.12 Her most recent award was the 2018 AIGA Medal, given to those who have
exceptional achievements in design.13
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Susan Kare hasn’t just created icons for a living; she is a living icon of the digital world.
Whether simply saving a document, playing a game of Solitaire, or scrolling through
Pinterest, her designs are all around us. She believes that design should be simple, clear,
and beautiful; easy to understand and remember.14 Her work allowed millions of people to
use computers effortlessly, helping to usher in the era of technology and changing society as
we know it. Without her, the Mac computers may not be the status symbol they are today.
Susan Kare should be included in the canon of graphic design history.

14
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Irma Boom
Designer’s full name:
Irma Boom
Designer’s pseudonym/nickname:
Queen of Books
Year Born:
1960
Country Born:
Lochem, Netherlands
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
Netherlands
Year Died:
Still alive in 2021
Why is this person considered under-represented?
She is female

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

This is why Irma Boom was overlooked by the design community and why she deserves
to be included in the graphic design canon. Irma Boom is a Dutch designer who started a
movement for those who use books for their art; she not only brought book design to the
forefront of the graphic design world, but she continues to push the boundaries of book
design to this day.
Women and men have both made significant contributions to the history of Graphic Design,
though it can be difficult to pinpoint where women have made an impact. While both men
and women can and do design, sexism and archaic gender roles persevere in the industry. 1
“As of January 2018, women represented only 4.8% of CEOs on the
Standard & Poor’s 500. Female-only–founded startups received just 2.2% of 2017’s total
venture capital funding-Women are the chief executives of just 22 of the 500 most profitable
companies in the United States. The share of IPOs led by female CEOs in the United States
has averaged around 5%since 2000, and the percentage of female senior venture capitalists
has actually dropped from 10% in 1999, to just 6% in 2018.”2
Why Irma Boom wasn’t recognized in the graphic design canon,
but she should be. Boom is a graphic designer from the Netherlands and has been bestowed
the nickname “The Queen of Books”. She is known by her creative and progressive thinking
within her area of expertise, having produced over 300 books. Her approach to projects
keeps breaking traditional book norms in both the physical form, and the content within.3
Born December 15th 1960 in Lochem, The Netherlands, Irma Boom went on the procure her
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B.F.A in Graphic Design from the AKI Art Academy in Enschedé; where she worked at the
Dutch Government Publishing and Printing office in The Hague.4 During this time she tried
to aquire work at Total Design but was refused because of her gender and the fact that the
director believed her work had too many different san serif typefaces. Ootje Oxenaar, who
was a designer for banknotes, liked what he saw. So he had her design two special edition
catalogues which is where her journey to royalty began.5 She launched her own design firm
in 1991, which is located in Amsterdam. She was a speaker with AIGA in the event “Design
Matters”.6 Irma Boom has shown that she is a go-getter and will not stop. She has done
works for people all around the world and will continue to do so.
Irma Boom works both domestically and internationally within her field. After the help of
Ootie Oxenaar she has only gone up. Paul Fentener van Vlissingen had her design the book
that made her known internationally. It is known as the Thinkbook, and took five years to
create. It was completed in 1996 and has 2,136 pages and weighs three and a half kilos.
She continues to inspire others and draw inspiration from the world around her. She
inspired several designs from other businesses. Knoll, which specializes in interior
design, used inspiration from her books on color to design a line of textiles. In return, her
fascination with textiles led to Irma Boom, Hella Jongerius, Rem Koolhaas, Gabriel Lester,
and Louise Shouwenberg to redesign the UN North Delegates’ Lounge in New York.7
A re-iteration of before; she has also reached other designers and artists, other businesses
through her work through AIGA and Game Changers.8 She is truly the epitimy feminism
even in the face of adversary.
Even now, when the world believes it has come so far, and it has, it is not enough. In 2011
only ten female CEOs were hired, and in 2018, that number dropped to one.9 In 2014 only
four women made Forbes Midas List, this list ranks the top 100 tech investors each year.10
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In a world still being dominated by men, where are women supposed to be? Where are they
now? Irma Boom could not get an internship because she was a women and her ideas were
too new, too bold to the male mind. Male designers still rule the industry even though it has
been almost 200 years since the Women’s Right Movement began. In those 200 years males
have gone far fast, and women are still fighting to be heard in most industries. Yet Irma
Boom has persevered and has designs in Museums and is the youngest-ever recipient of the
Gutenberg Prize.
Irma Boom has permanent books at the Museum of Modern Art, New York; The Art
Institute of Chicago; Vatican Library, Vatican City, Italy; The Centre Pompidou, Paris,
etc.11 Her work Irma Boom: The Architecture of the Book is two parts. The first is an xs
and the other is XXL. the xs measures 1.6 in. x 2.1 in. and weighs approximately 2 ounces,
and the XXL measures 13.5 in. x 17.9 in. and weighs approximately 16.5 pounds. Each
book has colored edges, and softcover bindings.12 In her work Represent Royal Tichelaar
Makkum, she uses decorated page edges and borders, which is based on eighteenth-century
artist Cornelius Bousmeester’s tiled pattern. She will continue to break boundaries, and
conceptions about traditional book design, and she should be recognized for it.
Irma Boom works domestically and internationally, has designed over 300 books, many of
which have been made permanent pieces with Museums, and other institutions. She will not
stop in her creation of a new industry of the graphic design world and that is why she must
be a part of the graphic design canon. She has made an impact and it should be recognized.
For this one woman created an entire industry based on book design in a world full of
technology.
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Margo Chase
Designer’s full name:
Margo Chase
Year Born:
1958
Country Born:
The United States
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
The United States
Year Died:
2017
Why is this person considered under-represented?
Chase is considered under-represented because she is a female designer.

Picture: https://designobserver.com/feature/margo-chase/39631/.

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

Throughout design history, white men have reigned at the top, gaining recognition for
the work they have created. There are many underrepresented designers, including females.1
One of these marginalized but groundbreaking female designers was Margo Chase. Margo
Chase was an American graphic designer who had a major impact on pop culture and the
design world through her recognizable designs and custom typefaces. Her work should be
included in the canon of graphic design history because of her prominent education and
background, impact on pop culture, lucrative career in the music and corporate design
world, and the seamless transition between them. Her childhood and unique education
influenced Chase as a person and underrepresented designer.
Margo Chase’s childhood and college education enabled her to become an erudite
designer. Her mother, who was a musician and amateur calligrapher, influenced Chase’s
progressing art skills.2 Chase would spend hours doodling and sketching typefaces for fun.
Being exposed to typeface design from an early age reinforced those skills she later used as
a distinguished designer.3
Surprisingly, Chase decided to go to California Polytechnic College to get a degree
in biology with the intention of practicing veterinary medicine.4 While she was attending,
she took an elective design course since she had always been captivated by it. Her design
professor was passionate about typography and forced Chase to see the complexity of it.
It was at this moment she realized her love for type and design, so she decided to minor in
graphic design.5
Her unique combination of biology and design allowed her to be extremely detailoriented.6 Hoping to combine these two interests, she went to graduate school for medical
1
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illustration but eventually dropped out. She later got a job at a small advertising agency in
Long Beach as a production designer. Her big break came when she was hired at Warner
Bros to do freelancing for their artists’ album covers.7
Margo Chase became recognizable early on through her album cover design, which
then led her to become successful in the corporate design world. Chase began regularly
working with Warner Bros and designed album covers for artists like Prince, Cher, and
Madonna. Her exceptional letter-forms gained her recognition as a designer in the music
industry.8
Starting out as a designer in this type of business allowed her to explore her own style
with the freedom that wouldn’t be allowed in the corporate design world; working in the
music industry helped define her customary style which landed her branding jobs when she
started her own design firm, Chase Design Group.9
Chase Design Group is one of the most successful design companies as a bi-coastal
agency. She created the Buffy the Vampire Slayer logo and has worked with big-name clients
like Proctor and Gamble, Pepsi, and Nestle. This kind of work led her to be one of the most
influential designers of the era.10 These groundbreaking designs from the music industry and
the corporate world have both had an impact on pop culture.
The deepest impact on pop culture happened in the 80s and 90s through her album
cover work and logo design for famous shows, like Buffy the Vampire Slayer (BTVS).11
While Chase worked for Warner Bros, she created a custom CD package in three weeks,
working directly with Cher on a limited budget. CD packages were a big marketing tactic
and were fiercely competitive in the music industry. It was right after the switch to the
digital age, so Chase had to quickly learn how to use the software for the photo montaging
techniques used for the design. The package eventually won a 1991 Microtek Design Award
and was nominated for a Grammy.12
Chase was sought out after because of her unique, custom typefaces and was hired to
create the BTVS logo. The 80s and 90s had an influential role in her custom typeface for
this specific work, which came as a result of a logo she did for Dracula. BTVS was one of
7
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the most popular and pop-defining TV series of that era, and the domination of it can still
be felt today.13 Buffy had a significant impact on pop culture and TV because Buffy was so
influential as a lead female role, which had rarely been seen before.14 Margo Chase’s ability
to capture the essence of what BTVS stood for will forever be engraved into the history of
design and pop culture.
After ten years of working in the music industry, Chase began to crave more
stimulating and challenging work; she wanted her designs to have a purpose and solve a
problem. It was then she decided to found her own firm and leave the music industry. Her
ability to seamlessly transition between the music industry and corporate design worlds is
especially unique and contributes to Chase’s overall success as a designer.15
Chase began doing branding and packaging design. The firm continuously grew as she
hired more employees and is now one of the most successful firms of the era.16 Her ability to
correctly research and build business plans is part of what made her so distinguished in the
business world.17 She loved that effective design could change people’s minds and behavior.18
Throughout her short life, Margo Chase influenced and made strides in the design
world because of her impact on pop culture, successful designs for the music and corporate
world, and the effortless transition between those two differing businesses. She did not let
the fact that most female designers did not get the opportunity or tools to create their own
independent business get in her way.19 Her work will forever be engraved into the history of
pop culture, and it should be remembered in the canon of graphic design history.
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Gail Anderson
Designer’s full name:
Gail Anderson
Designer’s pseudonym/nickname:
None
Year Born:
She/Her
Country Born:
1962
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
Gail Anderson is a first generation American whose family migrated from Jamaica before
she was born. She grew up in the Bronx, New York and is currently based in New York City.
Year Died:
Still alive in 2021.
Why is this person considered under-represented?
The canon of design has historically been white male dominated. Because Gail Anderson is a
black woman, she falls outside the scope of those who are normally represented in the feild.

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

Historically, the canon of graphic design has failed at representing many demographics. Gail
Anderson is a black female designer who, unfairly, happens to fall outside the scope of those
recognized. Although she is not represented in the canon, her work contributes in many
ways to the history of graphic design.
Born in 1962, Anderson is a first generation American whose family emigrated from Jamaica
before she was born. She spent her childhood in the Bronx before getting accepted into
the School of Visual Arts, where she received her BFA in 1984. 1 2 While attending SVA,
Anderson was taught and mentored by Paula Scher, who she attributes to being her biggest
inspiration as a designer. 3 Today, Anderson still practices in New York City. 4 The canon of
graphic design should include Gail Anderson’s work because of its ability to use the tradition
of typography through a contemporary lens. 5 Her work contributed to the experimental
nature of design in the 1990s while bringing balance to its chaos.
When analyzing representation in the canon of graphic design, its flaws are clear. Despite
women making up the majority of employed designers in the workforce, the canon of design
has historically been white male dominated. This tendency is apparent in higher education
curriculum, and thus heavily influences the perspectives of contemporary art and design.
Because Gail Anderson is a black woman, she falls outside the scope of those normally
represented in the field. 6 The world is becoming increasingly interconnected,
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requiring innovation and problem solving in order to function. Those two attributes are
also at the core of design. However, problems can only be solved if they are viewed through
the perspectives of those whom they affect. By 2050, 53 percent of the United States will
be people of color. 7 That is why it is vital that the field of design embraces diversity and
inclusion.
The canon may not give Anderson’s work enough credit, but its influence on the history of
graphic design is far reaching. Aside from being a prolific writer and educator, Gail is best
known for her mastery of typography. Her work for the Rolling Stone magazine exemplifies
this skill. Anderson finds joy in making typography from old and new forms. Her work is
evident of her love of ornamental and woodblock type and embodies a variety of mediums.
Some of her work is digital, some of it is photographic, much of it is experimental, and most
of it consists of some combination of these.
Anderson’s philosophy on type design is that the process should be fun, and the designer
needs to be willing to step outside of their comfort zone. Despite her modest lifestyle,
Anderson’s designs reflect her intense passion. Her extreme devotion to craft paired with her
unending pursuit of the whimsical makes for a body of work that is quirky enough to turn
heads yet “correct” enough to be taken seriously by her esteemed peers.8
To fully understand the impact of Anderson’s work, it is important to note the landscape
in which much of it was created. The design style of the 1990s reflects an attitude of social
revolution, experimentation, and optimism. In response to the failed ‘one size fits all’
utopian solutions of the modernist movement that came before, the work of this period was
individualistic and rebellious. Designers attempted to reconcile the meaning of their work in
the context of economic and technological oscillation.9
With substantial advancements in technology, design shifted from analog to digital. As
a result of the personal computer revolution, everyday people had the opportunity to
7
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experiment with graphic design, desktop publishing, and typesetting. Aside from this,
new software allowed designers to manipulate text, pixels, and images on screen. These
technological advancements paired with a rebellious spirit resulted in the iconic design style
of the nineties. The canon rightfully credits the work of artists like David Carson, Chip Kidd,
and Stefan Sagmeister for contributing to this style. Their work was equal parts typographic
and experimental. Designers of the nineties were fearless when it came to breaking the
tradition of the grid, contesting legibility, and most importantly, favoring expression over
function. 10 However, artists like Gail Anderson also played a part in the development of the
gritty and unapologetic design style of this era.
Anderson was able to pay respect to the tradition of typography while still retaining the
ability to employ it through a contemporary perspective. Her work clearly fits in with the
design style of the nineties. The canon of design characterizes the trends of this period by the
expressive, and sometimes chaotic combination of typography, pattern, and photography.
The experimental nature of Anderson’s work paired with her use of illustrative typography,
and combination of a variety of mediums, places her in step with the design movement of
that time.
However, her work does not simply fit into the canon, it adds value to it. In the nineties,
typography was either under- or over-adorned. Anderson brought something to the table
that had not yet been realized in typography at the time. She was able to find the right
balance between the elegant and the masculine, and the surprising and delightful. 11 For this
reason, Anderson’s work should be given more credit in the canon of graphic design for its
historical significance.
The canon of graphic design has, for far too long, represented only a small percentage of
designers. Although Gail Anderson falls outside of this scope, her work’s significance to
the history of graphic design speaks for itself. It was not only in step with the postmodern
movement of the nineties, it added value to it by presenting a sense of balance. Gail
10
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Anderson deserves far more recognition than the canon gives her for the role she played in
the design landscape of the nineties. Her work still has influence today. 12
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Amos Paul Kennedy Jr.
Designer’s full name:
Amos Paul Kennedy Jr
Year Born:
1972
Country Born:
America
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
America
Year Died:
Still Alive in 2021
Why is this person considered under-represented?
Amos Kennedy is considered an under-represented artist due to him being an African
American artist in an industry dominated by White Americans

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

Amos Paul Kennedy Jr. spent most of his years working as an analyst for AT&T
until he had a late in life career change after visiting a workshop in Chicago, Illinois.1 He is
currently described as a letterpress printer, or poster artist, who has used his platform and
skill set as an experienced artist to shed light on African American figure-heads and civil
rights activism of the Civil Rights Movement that took place in previous years. Although his
messages of injustice were seen as “propaganda” by the masses and mainstream media, his
work continues to challenge the boundaries of messages that were displayed through the use
of print-making. While also relating his and millions of other African Americans struggles
within America. With his use of layered printing and giving a illustrative voice to the African
American community, his work should influence the next generation of letterpress printers
in the graphic design community.
The term propaganda is defined as information, often political, that informs the
viewer of one side of the story to spread a message/ideal to the masses.2 In relation to the
work of Amos Kennedy, his illustrations focused on the words and movements of the Civil
Right movement that took place during the late 20th century, giving the side of the story to
those who hadn’t had a platform. By embedding the words of popular activists (such as the
now deceased Rosa Parks), peaceful protest (such as the Selma to Montgomery March), and
illustrating the names of the lives lost during said movements (such as the Sixteenth Street
Baptist Church Bombing). The Civil Rights movement took place between the 1950s and
1960s when the African American community banded together to fight toward equality in all
aspects of living. Using art as an outlet to inform the public is one way Kennedy stands out
from the rest.
African American take up roughly 13 percent of the population in recent census
studies. In comparison to years of the Civil Right movement it can be observed within
1
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current America the injustice cast upon African American yet again.3 Current injustices
such as the unequal treatment and murdering of African Americans with police brutality
has been yet another trial for their community. African American men are 2.5 times more
likely to be killed by police than white males. As well as African American women being 1.4
times more likely to be killed in comparison to white females by police officers.4 Critical Race
Theory is also being taken out of lesson plans within our public education systems.5 Critical
Race Theory, or CRT, is the education of U.S. institutions having played a part in racial
motivated systems and regulations in order to create. With CRT currently being removed
from curriculum it is important to give voices to those who wish to inform the public and
youth of the hardships of their community through any outlet that is available. Artist Amos
Kennedy takes on the challenge of using their creativity to elucidate the important historical
and cultural movements in the black community, by using his art as a way to visually inform.
People of color have been underrepresented in the world of art for many years.
In recent studies it has been shown that the African American community receives less
attention by major art museums. With the primary displayed artwork being 85 percent
White artist and the other 15 percent being that of people of color. Within that 15 percent,
only 1 percent of the artists were African American.6 Although those numbers are very slowly
increasing this is a prime example of why artist Amos Paul Kennedy should be recognized as
a prominent letterpress artist. Not only to show his experience and work as a printmaker but
to raise awareness toward more African American artists.
Amos Kennedy has used his skills as an artist to illustrate the hardships of the African
American community. With his most notable subject matter being civil rights, his use of
activism through printmaking should be illuminated in the graphic design community in
order to continuously inform future generations and to continue to empower the African
American communities during current and future tribulations. As well as to make way for
more POC artists to be displayed in our society with messages of empowerment.
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Bobby C. Martin Jr.
Designer’s full name:
Bobby C. Martin Jr.
Designer’s pseudonym/nickname:
n/a
Year Born:
He was born in the year of 1957.
Country Born:
United States of America
Country(ies) in which designer spends/spent majority of professional life:
The main country he works in would be the United States, but he has spoken all around the
world.
Year Died:
Still alive in 2021.
Why is this person considered under-represented?
There are multiple reasons why Martin would be in catgorized as under-represented because
he foucses mainly on culture things like “Black Lives Matter,” and becuse he goes to speak
with the younger generations to inspire them.

State and explain the one most important effect your assigned underrepresented artist/designer and the quality/importance of his/her/their work
had or will have on the history of graphic design. In other words, why should
the work be included in the canon of graphic design history?

Un-represented Artist
Bobby C. Martin Jr. is listed as an unrepresented artist. He should fit
the canon of represented artists because he gives back to the community. He
has been recognized for his work that he gives around the world to multiple
universities, companies, and design groups. He inspires others throughout the
world with his words and artwork. Martin stated that his father said once, “Do
more than you’re asked, son. You are going to have to give more and you will
get less. Do not give up.” He lives by that statement, and gives everything he
can. Martin was born in Hampton Virginia in the year of 1957.1 He is notable for
overseeing the global packaging in London for Nokia. He then came back to the
United States and started his own company with a partner from school. They
called their company Original Champions of Design, but they soon renamed it
Champions Design in 2020.2
Martin enrolled in several different universities, and they helped him in
different ways throughout the years. He was diverse in his knowledge of the
arts. However, there was only one school that really pushed him to be where
he needed to be. While in Virginia at the College of Art and Design, he made
many connections with people who would inspire him and eventually become
coworkers.3 Not only did he have friends that went to school there, but his
father was a professor at the school. This school pushed Martin to his limits, just
so he could see the skills that he had himself.
The places Martin worked along the way prepared him to work at the Jazz
Lincoln Center, as a Design Director. He helped them bring their brand name to
1
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life once again.4 He worked at Gear and then Yahoo Internet Life in the years
of 1999-2001. Martin was named Most Creative People in Business, became a
member of the Type Directors Club, and served on the board of AIGA/NY for a
short period of time between 2006-08.5 While working at these places they were
setting the stepping-stones to create the team that he has built now. These
places challenged him in different areas that helped him grow and to perfect his
arts. With the experiences and knowledge that Martin has gained, he puts them
to great use by giving back.
Martin knew that he would not be able to do all this without having the
courage to put out and have his work published. Growing up as a designer,
he wondered who his inspiration was. Most of the artworks that he thought
to be made by black designers were actually not.6 He tries to reach out and
inspire other people of every race to have courage to put their artwork out
into the world. Martin speaks to a younger generation of graphic designers.7
By explaining things he has gone through himself. He openly shares how to
overcome similar problems and helps people have the courage to do as well.
Martin and his team continue to travel and gain more knowledge and
experiences to share with young adolescents. Encouraging theis next generation
not to be afraid to embrace the criticism and to have courage to show their
work. This will eventually grow and there will be more diversity in the graphic
design industry.8 However, Martin and his team should be a part of the canon
because his group and himself have brought out more cultural influences
through the new and upcoming designers in the world. This impact, in addition
to his strong work, should be acknowledged.
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